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EXAMINATION REPORTS

Ulbe 506
Lineage: Anders 451 x Star Pref*5 Anton 343 x Star 
Pref*6 Hearke 254 x Star Pref*4 Cobus 248
Date of birth: 13 May 2014  Height: 1,64 m
Pedigree: 10  Kinship: 16,5% (average)

Exterior:
Breeding type: Ulbe 506 is a stallion with 

more than satisfactory breeding type, an 

attractive front and his head has satisfac-

tory expression. The neck is long. Ulbe 

506 has satisfactory feathers and more 

than satisfactory blackness of coat colour.

Conformation: Ulbe 506 is a stallion 

with good connections in the topline and 

horizontal body shape. The poll has 

satisfactory length and the head/neck 

connection is a bit heavy. The neck with 

satisfactory vertical build and length rises 

a little deep from the chest. Shoulder 

conformation is sloping. Croup conforma-

tion is steeper than desired.

Legwork: The legwork is satisfactorily 

clean and dry. The hind leg has a bit of 

an upright pastern. The foreleg has a 

tendency to toeing-in.

DNA-tests:
Hydrocephaly: non-carrier status

Dwarfism: carrier status

Chestnut factor: non-carrier status

Estimated breeding value 
exterior:
 Reliability ..........................................42% 

 Breeding type ....................................103  

 Conformation ....................................103    

 Legwork .............................................102      

 Walk ...................................................102  

 Trot ....................................................104  

Character/personality:
Stable manners  

 a  b  c  d  e 

 difficult     x pleasant

 energetic    x  calm

 frightened    x  inquisitive

 submissive   x   dominant

 hesitant   x   cheeky

 anxious    x  relaxed

Training manners:  a b c d e

 reliability  unreliable    x  reliable

 sensitivity   little    x  much

 anxiety   quickly   x   slowly

 trainability    difficult   x   easy

 responsiveness to aids little    x  much

 willingness to work   little    x  much

 work ethics   disagreeable    x  happy

 perseverance little    x  much

 stamina  little   x   much

 reaction to stress   freezes   x   flighty

 concentration   distracted    x  focused

 learning capacity   little    x  much

Veterinary:
No comments.

Performance Test:
Training report: Ulbe 506 is a pleasing 

stallion who is very cooperative. Outstan-

ding assets are his positive attitude and 

very good trainability. When working he 

displays good balance with good body 

posture and his capacity for transitions is 

good. In ridden work his very engaged 

canter positively catches the eye. Both 

riders and drivers praise him for his 

cooperative character. In front of the 

carriage he moves with good posture and 

in show driving he attracts attention with 

his fine uphill frame and appealing front in 

movement. The hind leg displays more 

than satisfactory technique in all discipli-

nes but must develop more activity.

Walk: The walk is regular showing 

satisfactory ground-coverage with 

satisfactory activity and use of the body. 

In walk the hind leg should develop a 

little more bend in the hock but this 

improves considerably with training.

Trot: The trot shows ample ground-co-

verage with more than satisfactory 

impulsion. Ulbe 506 trots with balance, 

good use of the body and good self-carri-

age. The hind leg should be a little more 

electric and faster but the stallion is easy 

to train in this respect.

Canter: In canter he moves with more 

than satisfactory, uphill strides, with 

good use of the body and the transitions 

come easy to him. In this pace Ulbe 506 

demonstrates good self-carriage.

Riding horse aptitude:
Ulbe 506 has more than satisfactory 

aptitude as a riding horse. He responds 

very well to training and is found to have a 

very good attitude to work. He moves in a 

more than satisfactory uphill outline and 

he demonstrates a good-quality canter.

Driving horse aptitude:
Ulbe 506 is very talented for driven work 

because of his willingness to work, posture 

and trainability. He is a joy to drive and 

moves with more than satisfactory techni-

que, good suppleness and in an uphill 

outline. Ulbe 506 has more than satisfac-

tory aptitude as a show driving horse. He 

develops a satisfactory front in a more than 

satisfactory uphill frame, is a joy to drive 

and very forward-going. For show driving 

work the hind leg should be placed under 

the body with more alacrity and activity.

Test results riding test:
 Walk ....................................................6.5 

 Trot .....................................................7.5 

 Canter .................................................7.5 

 Balance/carriage .................................7.5  

 Suppleness .........................................7.5  

 Transitions .........................................7.5  

 Impulsion ...........................................7.5  

 Total .................................................80.5 

Test results driving test:
 Walk ....................................................6.5 

 Trot .....................................................7.5 

 Balance/carriage .................................7.5

 Suppleness .........................................7.5 

 Transitions .........................................7.5

 Impulsion ...........................................7.5 

 Total .................................................80.5 

     
Test results show driving test:
 Use foreleg..........................................7.5 

 Use hind leg ........................................7.0 

 Suspension .........................................7.5  

 Carriage ..............................................7.5 

 Front ...................................................7.5  

 Suppleness .........................................7.5 

 Impulsion ...........................................7.5  

 Total .................................................81.5 

Findings Performance Test:
In the course of the test Ulbe 506 has gone 

through a positive development in all 

three disciplines. He responds very well to 

training, is found to have a good attitude 

to work and is a pleasure to work with. For 

show driving work the hind leg should be 

a little more electric, but this improves 

well with training.

Final conclusion:
Ulbe 506 has a good exterior, good lineage 

and with 16,5% a relatively low kinship 

percentage. He has completed a good test 

showing lots of talent for all three 

disciplines. On the basis of these results 

he has been registered in the Studbook.

Dam report:
General: The now 19-year-old dam Willy 

‘fan Panhuys’ is still in fine condition. She is 

a correctly-built mare with a good rectangu-

lar model. She has an expressive head. The 

poll is a bit short and the long neck has a 

vertical build. She has satisfactory slope in 

the shoulders and connections in the topline 

show satisfactory strength. The croup is 

sloping but lacks length. The legwork has 

satisfactory quality. The walk shows 

satisfactory ground-coverage with more 

than satisfactory activity and ample use of 

the body. She has a roomy and active trot in 

which she moves with great balance while 

placing the hind leg well under the body.

Dam line: Ulbe 506 is out of the Star 

Preferent mare Willy ‘fan Panhuys’. Being 

a son of Anders 451 stallion Ulbe 506 has 

a relatively low kinship percentage of 

16,5%. This is consolidated by the fact 

that he has no direct link to the stallions 

Feitse 293, Leffert 306, Jasper 366 and 

Reitse 272. Ulbe 506 was bred in Den-

mark out of a Star Preferent daughter by 

Anton 343. Next in the dam line (pedigree 

10) we find Star Preferent daughters by, 

respectively, Hearke 254 and Cobus 248.

Advice:
Ulbe 506 is expected to improve mentality, 

suppleness, use of the body and trainability 

and is also interesting because of his low 

kinship. He should be used for mares that 

have satisfactory activity in the hind leg.


